Commissioners,

You are IGNORING the testimony and input from over 300 individuals on both sides of the East Bay Hills.

Please see my last email for changes you can make.

Commissioner Galambos-Malloy is incorrect. You can make changes without affecting the Section 5 district of Monterey County.

You're connecting Richmond with the rest of Contra Costa via two 2-lane roads and a vast area of unpopulated land.

Allen
Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry®
Subject: Monterey
From: Chris Bowman <[
Date: 7/24/2011 5:02 PM
To: 

Commissioners:

What happened to the CCAG proposal? Also, by taking half of Gilroy out and more of the City of Santa Cruz, do you meet LVAP in the Monterey District?

Sincerely,

Christopher L. Bowman